All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Proteins are the workhorses inside living cells, and interactions among them are critical for various important biological processes \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref001]\]. A significant fraction of these interactions (15--40%) \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref002]\] are peptide mediated, where a short stretch of residues from one partner contributes most to its binding to the other. Such short peptidic regions, also termed short linear interacting motifs (SLIMs) are often found embedded inside disordered regions of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref002], [@pcbi.1005905.ref003]\], or appear as flexible linkers connecting domains \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref004]\] and as flexible loops tethered to rigid segments \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref005]\].

The development of accurate structure based modeling tools is critical for atomic level understanding of peptide-protein interactions, to allow the manipulation of known interactions, to discover yet unknown peptide-protein interactions and networks, and to provide starting points for the design of novel peptides and related molecules to target specific systems of pharmacological interest \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref006]\]. A number of computational tools have been developed to assist the characterization of peptide-protein interactions, including the prediction of peptide binding sites \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref007]--[@pcbi.1005905.ref009]\], refinement of coarse peptide-protein models \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref010]\], folding and docking on a known binding site \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref011]\] and most challenging of all, global peptide-protein docking with no prior information about the peptide structure and the binding site \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref012]--[@pcbi.1005905.ref017]\]. The challenges associated with the global docking of flexible peptides have been addressed in different ways, by reducing the conformational space to be sampled both for the internal degrees of freedom of the peptide as well as its rigid-body orientations on the receptor surface. For peptide docking within the HADDOCK docking framework \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref012]\], the peptide backbone is represented by idealized conformation(s), such as alpha helix, beta strand and polyproline-II, followed by rigid-body, semi-flexible and fully-flexible docking with explicit solvation \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref018]\]. The pepATTRACT protocol \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref013], [@pcbi.1005905.ref019]\] uses the same approach to represent the peptide, followed by coarse-grained rigid-body docking and flexible full-atom refinement. The AnchorDock protocol uses molecular dynamics simulations to generate a set of plausible peptide conformations, which are then docked using anchor-driven simulated annealing molecular dynamics around predicted anchoring spots on the receptor \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref014]\]. The CABS-dock protocol uses randomly generated peptide conformations based on either predicted or known secondary structure, randomly orients these peptides over the receptor surface, and refines them using replica exchange Monte Carlo dynamics \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref015]\]. The MDockPep protocol \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref016]\] uses peptide sequence similarity to extract fragments from high resolution protein structures, which are further refined using MODELLER \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref020]\] to generate plausible peptide conformations, and then docked onto the receptor using rigid-body docking and flexible docking with AutoDock Vina \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref021]\]. The recently published IDP-LZerD protocol models the binding of long disordered segments to structured proteins using the Rosetta fragment picker protocol \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref022]\] to generate fragments of 9-residue overlapping windows followed by LZerD \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref023]\] rigid-body docking and molecular dynamics refinement \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref017]\]. Finally, we have recently advanced a novel, global motif-based peptide fragment docking approach, PeptiDock \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\], in which peptide binding motif information rather than secondary structure propensity is used to extract fragments from the Protein Data Bank (PDB \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref025]\]), which are then docked to the receptor using PIPER rigid body docking \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref026]\], followed by minimization using CHARMM \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref027]\].

Notwithstanding these significant recent advances in global peptide docking, present approaches are still limited in their modeling quality and general applicability, and there is ample room for improvements that would enable the detailed high-resolution study of more peptide-protein interactions with higher accuracy. Here we describe PIPER-FlexPepDock, a successful effort toward the development of such a robust, highly accurate, global peptide-protein docking protocol. By integrating accurate peptide fragment ensemble generation using the Rosetta fragment picker \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref022]\], fast and exhaustive fragment-receptor rigid-body docking using PIPER docking \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref028]\], and flexible full-atom refinement of coarse PIPER models using Rosetta FlexPepDock \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref010]\], we were able to sample both the peptide backbone conformational states, as well as the landscape of the peptide-receptor interactions efficiently and with much higher accuracy than current protocols: on a representative non-redundant dataset of peptide-protein complexes well resolved by X-ray crystallography ([Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"} below), PIPER-FlexPepDock generates for about half models within 2.5 Å ligand RMSD (2.0 Å, when restricted to motif regions where available), more than twice as many as for existing peptide docking protocols such as pepATTRACT \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref013]\] (among the 10 top-ranked predictions; [Table 2](#pcbi.1005905.t002){ref-type="table"} below).

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005905.t001

###### Benchmark of peptide-protein complexes used in this study (non-redundant set; see [S1C Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for full set).

PDB ids of the initial calibration set are highlighted in bold.

![](pcbi.1005905.t001){#pcbi.1005905.t001g}

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  PDB ID                                Peptide sequence[^a^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}/ secondary structure   Fragment similarity[^b^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   PIPER[^c^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   PIPER-FPD\   PIPER-FPD\                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                *(motif)*    *(full peptide)*                                                                 
  ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ------ ----------------------------------------------- ------ ------
  **Known binding motif (n = 12)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  `1CZY:CE`\                            `PQQATDD`\                                                                    2.2(2.5)                                                    17.6                                          **1.6**      0.6                0.86   **2.4**                                         0.9    0.76
  `1CA4:A`                              `CEECCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  `1EG4:AP`\                            `NMTPYRSPPPYVP`\                                                              0.6(3.0)                                                    21.6                                          12.9         4.1                0.19   29.3                                            11.5   0.00
  `1EG3:A`                              `TTTTTTCCCCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  `1ELW:AC`\                            `GPTIEEVD`\                                                                   1.0(2.4)                                                    3.2                                           **0.8**      2.5                0.75   2.6                                             3.0    0.71
  `1A17:A`                              `CCCCCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  `1JD5:AB`\                            `AIAYFIPD`\                                                                   0.7(2.3)                                                    2.8                                           **1.2**      0.5                0.88   8.2                                             2.9    0.19
  `1JD4:A`                              `CEEEETCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  `1JWG:BD`\                            `DEDLLHI`\                                                                    2.8(2.9)                                                    3.4                                           **2.2**      0.8                0.90   **2.2**                                         0.8    0.90
  `1JWF:A`                              `CCCCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  `1MFG:AB`\                            `EYLGLDVPV`\                                                                  1.5(2.7)                                                    3.1                                           **1.8**      0.8                0.73   8.7                                             3.1    0.29
  `2H3L:A`                              `CCCCCCEEC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  `1NTV:AB`\                            `NFDNPVYRKT`\                                                                 2.7(3.3)                                                    5.6                                           5.2          1.7                0.43   3.8[^f^](#t001fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}       1.5    0.52
  `1P3R:B`                              `CEETTTTCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  `1RXZ:AB`\                            `KSTQATLERWF`\                                                                2.4(4.0)                                                    7.4                                           5.0          1.9                0.31   3.2                                             1.7    0.39
  `1RWZ:A`                              `CEEECTTTTTC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  `1SSH:AB`\                            `GPPPAMPARPT`\                                                                1.1(2.3)                                                    2.6                                           7.6          2.9                0.56   **1.9**[^f^](#t001fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.1    0.87
  `1OOT:A`                              `CCCCCCCCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  `1X2R:AB`\                            `LDEETGEFL`\                                                                  0.2(0.5)                                                    **1.1**                                       **1.3**      0.5                0.74   **1.7**                                         0.6    0.72
  `1X2J:A`                              `CTTTTTCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  `2A3I:AB`\                            `QQKSLLQQLLTE`\                                                               0.3(3.5)                                                    **1.6**                                       **1.0**      0.4                0.93   4.8                                             2.1    0.72
  `2AA2:A`                              `CCCCHHHHHHHC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  `2CCH:DF`\                            `HTLKGRRLVFDN`\                                                               1.8(4.6)                                                    **3.4**                                       **1.0**      0.4                0.91   3.9                                             1.6    0.67
  `1H1R:B`                              `TTTTCCCCCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  **No known binding motif (n = 15)**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  `1AWR:CI`\                            `HAGPIA`\                                                                     1.6                                                         6.5                                                                                  **1.3**                                         0.5    0.97
  `2ALF:A`                              `CCCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  `1ER8:EI`\                            `HPFHLLVY`\                                                                   1.9                                                         4.1                                                                                  **1.2**                                         0.8    0.80
  `4PAE:A`                              `CCCBCCBC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  `1LVM:AE`\                            `ENLYFQ`\                                                                     1.9                                                         **2.3**                                                                              **1.4**                                         0.6    0.91
  `1LVB:B`                              `CCEEEC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  `1NVR:AB`\                            `ASVSA`\                                                                      2.0                                                         5.5                                                                                  7.1                                             2.2    0.56
  `2QHN:A`                              `CEEEC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  `1NX1:AC`\                            `DAIDALSSDFT`\                                                                1.8                                                         1.9                                                                                  **1.3**                                         0.9    0.80
  `1ALV:A`                              `HHHHHHHHHCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  `1OU8:BD`\                            `GAANDENY`\                                                                   3.1                                                         6.1                                                                                  6.4                                             2.4    0.39
  `1OU9:A`                              `CCCCCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  `1U00:AP`\                            `ELPPVKIHC`\                                                                  2.3                                                         6.0                                                                                  **2.1**                                         1.7    0.71
  `2V7Y:A`                              `CCCCEECCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  `2B9H:AC`\                            `RRNLKGLNLNLH`\                                                               3.2                                                         16.4                                                                                 15.8                                            6.3    0.18
  `2B9F:A`                              `CCTTTTCCCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  `2C3I:BA`\                            `KRRRHPSG`\                                                                   2.5                                                         3.5                                                                                  8.7                                             2.5    0.26
  `2J2I:B`                              `CCCCCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

  `2DS8:BP`\                            `ALRVVK`\                                                                     1.4                                                         4.7                                                                                  **1.2**                                         0.6    0.86
  `2DS7:A`                              `CCEECC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  `2FMF:AB`\                            `QDQVDDLLDSLGF`\                                                              1.1                                                         5.2                                                                                  **1.3**                                         0.7    1.00
  `1JBE:A`                              `HHHHHHHHHHHCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  `2H9M:CD`\                            `ARTKQ`\                                                                      2.2                                                         4.7                                                                                  4.0                                             1.1    0.37
  `2H14:A`                              `TTTTC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  `2HPL:AB`\                            `DDLYG`\                                                                      1.6                                                         3.0                                                                                  **1.4**                                         0.5    0.91
  `2HPJ:A`                              `CCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

  `2O02:AP`\                            `GLLDALDLAS`\                                                                 2.4                                                         2.8                                                                                  3.4                                             1.2    0.74
  `2BQ0:A`                              `THHHHHCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  `3D1E:AP`\                            `GQLGLF`\                                                                     2.5                                                         4.1                                                                                  6.7                                             2.0    0.51
  `3D1G:A`                              `CBCCCC`                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^*a*^ Motif (as defined by the ELM database \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref029]\]) is underlined (motif details are provided in the [S1B Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

^*b*^ Similarity between fragments and bound peptide conformation: Median backbone RMSD (Å) (in parentheses: results for full peptide).

^*c*^ Results for PIPER simulations are given for the motif / full peptide for known/unknown motifs, respectively. The models are selected as in PeptiDock \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\] (without the minimization step).

^*d*,*e*^ Modeling accuracy: L--Ligand RMSD (models within 2.5 Å are highlighted in bold)^*c*^; I--Interface RMSD ^*d*^. Defined as in the CAPRI experiment \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref034], [@pcbi.1005905.ref035]\].

^*f*^ Complexes for which docking of the full peptide provides better models than docking of the motif only.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005905.t002

###### Summary of performance of PIPER-FlexPepDock, and comparison to other peptide docking protocols.

Results are shown for PIPER-FlexPepDock runs on unbound receptor structures, including receptor minimization.

![](pcbi.1005905.t002){#pcbi.1005905.t002g}

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Cutoff L[^a^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                 PIPER-FlexPepDock   pepATTRACT\                  HADDOCK\                     CABSDOCK\                    MDockPep\                    
                                                                                     \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref013]\]   \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref012]\]   \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref015]\]   \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref016]\]   
  -------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------
  non-redundant set (n = 27)                                                                                                                                                                             

  1.5                                                            12 (44%)            7 (26%)                      2 (7%)                       0                            0                            0

  2                                                              14 (52%)            9 (33%)                      3 (11%)                      1 (5%)                       0                            0

  2.5                                                            16 (59%)            12 (44%)                     4 (15%)                      2 (9%)                       1 (4%)                       0

  3                                                              16 (59%)            13 (48%)                     7 (26%)                      5 (23%)                      3 (11%)                      1 (4%)

  calibration set (n = 9)                                                                                                                                                                                

  1.5                                                            6 (67%)             3 (33%)                      1 (11%)                      0                            0                            0

  2                                                              8 (89%)             3 (33%)                      2 (22%)                      0                            0                            0

  2.5                                                            9 (100%)            5 (56%)                      2 (22%)                      1 (11%)                      0                            0

  3                                                              9 (100%)            5 (56%)                      4 (44%)                      1 (11%)                      1 (11%)                      0

  redundant set (n = 42)[^b^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                           

  1.5                                                            20 (48%)            10 (24%)                     4 (10%)                      1 (3%)                       1 (2%)                       0

  2                                                              26 (62%)            17 (40%)                     7 (17%)                      3 (9%)                       2 (5%)                       1 (2%)

  2.5                                                            29 (69%)            22 (52%)                     8 (19%)                      4 (12%)                      5 (12%)                      2 (5%)

  3                                                              29 (69%)            25 (60%)                     13 (31%)                     11 (32%)                     7 (17%)                      4 (10%)
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^*a*^ number of models within the mentioned ligand RMSD value (Å)

^*b*^ n = 34 for HADDOCK results

Our results highlight the relevance of representing the peptide as a set of fragments that can be exhaustively docked as rigid bodies onto the receptor structure and subsequently refined using an accurate refinement protocol. They reinforce the underlying biophysical model of a conformer ensemble of the free peptide that already samples the bound conformation (at least in the encounter-complex, protein-like environment) and involves only limited induced fit, not unlike the classical association between preformed protein domains. As a result, PIPER-FlexPepDock brings into reach the study and targeted manipulation of a range of additional peptide-mediated interactions not accessible before due to limitations in sampling and/or accuracy.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Overview of the PIPER-FlexPepDock protocol ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1005905.g001){ref-type="fig"}) {#sec003}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

![Overview of the PIPER-FlexPepDock peptide docking protocol.\
Example shown: PDZ domain-peptide interaction \[PDB IDs of receptor structure 1MFG (bound) and 2H3L (free)\]. For a given receptor structure and peptide sequence, the divide and conquer strategy involves first the description of the peptide as an ensemble of fragments **(A)**, their fast and exhaustive rigid body docking (using PIPER) onto the whole receptor (binding site region is shaded salmon) **(B)**, and subsequent high-resolution refinement (using Rosetta FlexPepDock; the top 5000 models are included in the plot) **(C),** followed by clustering and selection of top ranking representatives. Fragments are colored according to their similarity to the native bound peptide conformation. L-RMSD: Ligand root mean square deviation from crystal structure; see text for more details.](pcbi.1005905.g001){#pcbi.1005905.g001}

### Step A \| Generation of fragment set to represent the peptide conformer ensemble {#sec004}

In a previous study we have shown that the bound peptide conformation can be well represented by extraction of short fragments from the PDB based on information of known binding sequence motifs \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\]. Here we have generalized this approach beyond motifs, using fragment libraries selected by the Rosetta fragment picker protocol \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref022]\] based on sequence and secondary structure similarity (see [Methods](#sec020){ref-type="sec"}). The coordinates of the top 50 mapped fragments are extracted from the PDB, including both backbone and side-chain atoms, and non-identical residues in the extracted fragments are mutated to the desired sequence. This set of fragments adequately represents the peptide conformational ensemble, sampling also its receptor bound conformation (see below). The peptide may be trimmed in cases where information is available about the range of the binding segment (from motif databases such as the Eukaryotic Linear Motif (ELM) resource \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref029], [@pcbi.1005905.ref030]\], literature, or experiments such as alanine scanning), since fragments generated for shorter peptide sequences are usually better representative than longer fragments (as, e.g., for loop modeling \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref031]\]), and fraying ends beyond the motif may contribute less to determine critical binding details.

### Step B \| Fragment rigid-body docking using PIPER {#sec005}

Each of the fragments is docked onto the receptor structure using PIPER, an exhaustive Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based rigid body docking algorithm \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref028]\], as implemented previously for PeptiDock \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\] (see [Methods](#sec020){ref-type="sec"}), and top ranking fragment orientations from each docking run are collected and combined together. These models are of low resolution as no flexibility is included in the PIPER algorithm, and therefore ranked using a soft potential that allows a certain degree of steric clashes to overcome the limitations of rigid-body only docking.

### Step C \| FlexPepDock refinement of PIPER models and selection of final models {#sec006}

Each of the PIPER models is refined by a single fully flexible refinement run using the Rosetta FlexPepDock Refinement algorithm \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref010]\] (see [Methods](#sec020){ref-type="sec"}). The top ranking refined models are clustered (as in Gray *et al*. \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref032]\]), clusters are ranked based on the reweighted score of the best scoring model in each cluster (as in Raveh *et al*. \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref011]\]), and the top 10 ranked cluster representatives are selected as prediction (following the CAPRI scheme that accepts 10 models \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref033]\]).

Initial calibration of the PIPER-FlexPepDock on a small set of protein-peptide complexes {#sec007}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Motivated by our recent advance in global peptide docking using a motif-focused approach \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\] we ventured into the development of a more generalized protocol. We initially calibrated our docking approach on a small but representative set of nine peptide--protein complexes (highlighted in bold in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"}; see also [S1A Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We trimmed the peptide based on the motif defined in ELM, where available. For all complexes high modeling accuracy was achieved for this new global docking approach (within ≤2.5Å Ligand RMSD models among the top 10 ranking clusters; [Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"}). For the full length peptides modeling near-native models were obtained for 5/9 cases, highlighting the benefits for motif (or shorter peptide sequence) focused modeling, due to better fragment quality compared to the corresponding full-length peptides ([Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"}). Encouraged by these initial results, we proceeded to the validation of our protocol on a larger representative set of peptide-protein complexes ([Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S1B Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Assessment of peptide docking performance {#sec008}
-----------------------------------------

We assessed the performance of PIPER-FlexPepDock on a larger, non-redundant set consisting of 27 complexes (compiled from the 42 complexes used in previous studies, but non-redundant at the domain level, as defined by CATH \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref036]\]; see [Methods](#sec020){ref-type="sec"}), among them 12 with reported binding motif. The benchmark is summarized in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"} ([S1C Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides results for the redundant set of 42 complexes used in previous studies, as well as additional details, including performance of other approaches for comparison).

### Representing the peptide conformational states using fragments {#sec009}

Fragments derived from solved protein structures contain valuable information about the local structural context that can be used to efficiently reduce sampling space for various modeling applications, including e.g. *ab initio* protein folding \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref037]\] and loop building \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref031], [@pcbi.1005905.ref038], [@pcbi.1005905.ref039]\]. In our protocol we use the Rosetta fragment picker protocol \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref022]\] to generate fragments consistent with both the peptide sequence and the (predicted) secondary structure (See [Methods](#sec020){ref-type="sec"}).

How accurately do the fragments represent the peptide conformational states? Most importantly, how similar are peptide conformations to the one adapted when bound to their receptor? A significant representation of similar fragments could guarantee that, when docked with high density in the binding site using an exhaustive but accurate rigid-body docking algorithm, they could efficiently be refined to high resolution using an accurate refinement algorithm such as Rosetta FlexPepDock. To assess the quality of the fragments (*i*.*e*., their coverage of the bound conformation) we analyzed the distribution of backbone RMSDs of the fragments relative to the bound peptide conformation. Reassuringly, the fragment pool generated using the Rosetta fragment picker protocol represents in most cases the bound like peptide conformation with high accuracy in our benchmark of 27 peptide-protein complexes ([Fig 2A](#pcbi.1005905.g002){ref-type="fig"}: median backbone RMSD within 2.0 Å for 15 out of the 27 cases, with average backbone RMSD of the best ten fragments within 1.0 and 1.5 Å for 14 and 21 cases, respectively). The best accuracy is achieved for helical peptide motifs (e.g., the helical nuclear receptor box motif in 2A3I \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref040]\]; for helical peptides with coiled terminus segments such as 2FMF \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref041]\] and 1NX1 \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref042]\] the median backbone RMSD is slightly higher). Even for the remaining peptides the fragment ensemble is often composed of a significant portion of bound like representatives. The worst representation of bound-like peptides is obtained for few longer coil peptides, such as 2B9H \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref043]\], which defines the limitation of the fragment picker protocol for longer sequences. In such cases, trimming the peptide might improve the quality significantly.

![Assessment of performance of the different steps of PIPER-FlexPepDock.\
**(A)** Fragment quality: distribution of fragment backbone RMSDs relative to the native bound peptide conformation (defined as fragment quality). PDBs with and without motif information are grouped separately. The initial calibration set is marked with asterisks (\*). **(B)** PIPER rigid body docking: distribution of the number of models within 5Å ligand (L)-RMSD from the native, colored according to fragment quality. **(C)** Improvement after FlexPepDock refinement: distribution of the L-RMSDs of the top 1% FlexPepDock refined models (in orange) and corresponding PIPER models (in gray). Shown are the results of runs starting from the unbound receptor structure and including receptor minimizations (see also [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The circles represent the L-RMSD values of the best model among the top 10 ranking clusters. The Y-axis has been trimmed to 7Å. Note that for the PIPER runs, circles represent the top-ranked model of a PIPER run (including density clustering, as described in Methods and Porter *et al*. \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\]), while the distributions represent the subset of models that served as starting structures for the models selected after FlexPepDock refinement. The former allows the comparison of the final results from a PIPER run to a corresponding PIPER-FlexPepDock run, while the latter shows improvement due to FlexPepDock refinement for the finally selected models.](pcbi.1005905.g002){#pcbi.1005905.g002}

We previously showed that extracting fragments based on sequence motif information allows identification of bound peptide conformations that reflect the structural pattern of these motifs \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\]. We demonstrate here that representative fragments are not restricted to peptides with known motifs. In fact, a comparison to the fragments extracted based on sequence motif (for the dataset analyzed in the PeptiDock study, using the motif definition therein \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\]) shows that the fragment picker approach produces overall ensembles that contain structures more similar to the bound peptide conformation (see [S2 Table](#pcbi.1005905.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Rigid-body docking: Fragment quality and PIPER performance {#sec010}

The fact that the fragment ensembles include bound-like conformations justifies proceeding to the next step, namely their docking onto the receptor. The PIPER rigid-body docking protocol allows fast and exhaustive sampling to provide coarse models of fragment-receptor interactions, of which the top-scoring can be followed up by subsequent refinement to allow for conformational changes upon binding. The effective range for successful refinement using the FlexPepDock protocol was previously found to be within up to 5Å in terms of Cartesian RMSD, and up to 50 degrees in terms of Φ--Ψ RMSD (distance of fragment from the bound peptide conformation in Φ--Ψ dihedral space) \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref010]\]. It is thus important for the PIPER docking stage to identify a large pool of fragments that are densely docked in close proximity (within effective Cartesian RMSD range) of the native peptide binding mode, involving docked fragments that are similar to the native peptide bound conformation (within effective phi-psi RMSD range). Indeed, analysis of the top ranking PIPER models shows presence of good quality fragments at the binding site (in fact, most complexes include \<1.0Å bb RMSD fragments; [Fig 2B](#pcbi.1005905.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

### Improvement of PIPER models by FlexPepDock refinement {#sec011}

The FFT algorithmic implementation of rigid-body sampling in PIPER makes exhaustive orientation search possible with significant computational efficiency, but is defined on a grid. Consequently, the scoring function can successfully isolate the best few hundreds from the vast pool of billions of positions of the peptide fragment relative to the receptor, but not discriminate the top rigid-body docked models further ([Fig 3A](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"} & [S1 Fig](#pcbi.1005905.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In turn, the Rosetta scoring function used in the FlexPepDock Refinement protocol (currently Talaris 2014 \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref044]\]) is highly accurate, but this flexible docking protocol lacks the ability for fast and exhaustive sampling. Thus, to address the problem of exhaustive sampling with high accuracy, we combine the fast and exhaustive rigid-body sampling of PIPER with accurate flexible refinement by FlexPepDock of the top ranking few hundred best models. Indeed, the FlexPepDock refinement stage significantly improves the model quality, as well as better model ranking (See Figs [2C](#pcbi.1005905.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [3C](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S1 Fig](#pcbi.1005905.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This includes the identification of a near-native funnel missed before (e.g. 1CZY in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"} --compare A to C), or significant enhancement of a near-native funnel (e.g. 1JD5 and 2A3I). More examples can be found in [S1 Fig](#pcbi.1005905.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Examples of global peptide docking energy landscapes.\
**Left:** PDB id 1CZY (coiled peptide); **Center**: 1JD5 (extended peptide); **Right:** 2A3I (helical peptide). **(A)** Energy landscape as sampled in the first docking step of the protocol by PIPER rigid body docking of peptide fragments onto the *unbound* receptor structure. **(B-D)** Energy landscapes for the PIPER-FPD scheme, starting from the unbound receptor structure **(B)**, the unbound receptor structure including receptor flexibility **(C)**, and the corresponding bound receptor for comparison **(D)**. Models are colored according to fragment quality, as in previous Figures. **(E)** Comparison of the modeled to the native structure (shown in blue and green, respectively).](pcbi.1005905.g003){#pcbi.1005905.g003}

We performed three runs to assess protocol performance (Summarized in [Fig 4A](#pcbi.1005905.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [S1B Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; specific examples are shown in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"}): First, we applied the protocol to bound receptor structures. For these runs a near-native peptide conformation (L-RMSD \< = 2.0Å, see [Methods](#sec020){ref-type="sec"} section) was found among the top 10 ranked clusters for 19 out of 27 complexes (success rate = 70%, [Fig 3D](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We then proceeded to the real-world scenario, in which the free receptor structure was provided as starting point (unbound run), leading to worse performance, as expected (10 complexes successfully modeled---success rate = 37%, [Fig 3B](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly however, when including also receptor flexibility during the refinement stage (unbound-min run), these results improved, in particular if 10 best models are considered (14/27 complexes successfully modeled---success rate = 52%, [Fig 3C](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![PIPER-FlexPepDock peptide docking performance.\
**(A)** Overall performance on a non-redundant set of 27 peptide-protein complexes. **Top:** Distribution of best model L-RMSDs (among top 10 ranking clusters) for runs using the bound (BOUND) and free (UNBOUND & UNBOUND-MIN) receptor structures, the latter including also receptor flexibility in the final refinement step (only the motif region was modeled for the 12 complexes with known motif). Shown are both the L-RMSD values for each protein-peptide complex (grey circles, rounded values for improved visibility are provided), as well as the distribution (quartiles and medians, with median values printed alongside). **Bottom:** Distribution of the ranks of the first near-native cluster (defined as L-RMSD \< = 2.0Å), shown using different shades (for corresponding results among the top1, top3 and top10 ranked predictions). **(B)** Comparison to performance by other algorithms. Top: Box plots of best L-RMSDs among top 10 ranking clusters, including results for the motif part where the motif is known (as in A), as well as for the full peptide, for comparison. Bottom: Performance is shown for different cutoffs (3.0Å and 2.0Å L-RMSD in left and right boxes, respectively) (See [S1B Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details).](pcbi.1005905.g004){#pcbi.1005905.g004}

Comparison with other global docking protocols {#sec012}
----------------------------------------------

We compared the results of PIPER-FlexPepDock (unbound-min run) with other existing global peptide-protein docking protocols such as HADDOCK \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref012]\], pepATTRACT \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref013]\], CABS-dock \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref015]\], and MDockPep \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref016]\] on our non-redundant set of 27 complexes, as well as on the set of 42 complexes used by these protocols in previous studies \[34 complexes were compared with HADDOCK as other 8 cases were not included in their unbound run set). Since full length peptides were modeled using the other protocols, we modeled full length peptides for the motif set cases for valid comparison. The success rate for generating near-native models (*i*.*e*., L-RMSD within 2.0Å, or 3.0Å) was significantly better for PIPER-FlexPepDock than any other protocol, even for models of the full peptides (see [Fig 4B](#pcbi.1005905.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#pcbi.1005905.t002){ref-type="table"}).

The PIPER-FlexPepDock server for the high-resolution modeling of peptide-protein interactions {#sec013}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to maximize the impact of our new protocol for global peptide-protein docking and to make it accessible to the modeling of many new peptide-protein complexes, we have set up a user-friendly server open to the scientific community ([Fig 5](#pcbi.1005905.g005){ref-type="fig"}). All that is needed is a structure of the receptor and a sequence of the peptide, but additional information about peptide secondary structure can also be included to narrow the search. The top-ranking resulting models can be downloaded, or inspected by an interactive viewer using the 3Dmol.js libraries \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref045]\].

![The PIPER-FlexPepDock server.\
**(A)** Job submission page: the required input includes the structure of the receptor and the sequence of the peptide; advanced options are accessible via a button. The tabs at the top provide links to detailed descriptions of the server, as well as to the Queue (upper right). **(B)** Results of an example peptide docking run: The liprin C-terminal peptide sequence VRTYSC docked onto the PDZ domain of GRIP1 (free receptor PDB id 1N7E). The top10 ranking models can be downloaded, and links to the individual models are provided to the left for inspection using an interactive viewer. In this case, Model 1 is an accurate prediction (L-RMSD = 1.0Å from solved structure PDB id 1N7F). On the right side a scatter plot shows the sampled energy landscape (relative to the lowest energy structure of the simulation).](pcbi.1005905.g005){#pcbi.1005905.g005}

Discussion {#sec014}
==========

A new approach for global peptide docking with excellent performance {#sec015}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

With the presentation of our new PIPER-FlexPepDock algorithm, we have demonstrated that combining fast and exhaustive rigid-body docking (using the FFT-based PIPER docking algorithm) of a representative peptide conformer ensemble (approximated by fragments extracted from solved structures, based on local similarity of sequence and secondary structure), with high-resolution refinement (using Rosetta FlexPepDock) is a successful approach for the generation of models of peptide-receptor structures of remarkable accuracy--significantly better than any other current protocol---starting from the sequence of the peptide and the structure of the receptor. The performance on a representative benchmark of solved peptide-protein complex structures demonstrates both accuracy and robustness of our modeling approach, and opens up the way of modeling many more peptide-protein interactions at much higher resolution and accuracy than any existing global peptide-protein global docking protocol.

Receptor-bound peptide conformations are adequately represented by fragments extracted from protein monomer structures {#sec016}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This study demonstrates that fragments derived from solved protein structures, based on secondary structure and sequence similarity (rather than on sequence binding motifs which are not always available) represent the peptide conformational states with high accuracy, in particular the bound state. Interestingly, it is this same observation regarding the representation of local conformational preference that provided originally the platform for the breakthrough of Rosetta *ab initio* protein structure prediction \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref046]\]. This indicates that while isolated peptides in solution rarely show significant conformational preferences \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref047]\], in the encounter complex regime in vicinity of other proteins, their conformational freedom seems to be restricted significantly (similar to local peptide regions within a full protein) and can be represented by fragment libraries, in concordance with previous reports that show similar arrangements of fragments within monomers and peptide-protein interactions \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref048]\].

Effective sampling of the energy landscape {#sec017}
------------------------------------------

The simplified scoring function and exhaustive sampling with PIPER allows uniform sampling of the fragments onto the receptor on a smoothened energy landscape. The top scoring PIPER models represent the dense sampling into wider energy basins. Though the ranking of models might lack the accuracy at this stage, the following refinement stage performs local sampling to efficiently locate the minimum. Interestingly, this approach is much more effective than the local refinement starting from one representative model: only one FlexPepDock optimization run is necessary starting from each PIPER model, compared to several hundred to thousand runs starting from a representative (defined, e.g. from a PIPER run as implemented in the PeptiDock peptide motif docking algorithm \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\]). This is most probably due to the fact that these starting coarse models are trapped in many distinct states, each near a distinct local minimum, simplifying sampling during optimization.

Mapping encounter complexes and more {#sec018}
------------------------------------

The peptide-receptor binding energy landscape can provide a broader understanding of the binding mechanism itself. The exhaustive sampling with accurate refinement provides a high-resolution map of the energy landscape and helps us understand the energetic of the encounter between the peptide and the receptor. In a previous study, we were able to demonstrate that experimentally observed encounter complexes are well reproduced from a global protein docking energy landscape \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref049]\], and we anticipate that the corresponding peptide-protein docking energy landscape will provide similar information.

Upcoming challenges {#sec019}
-------------------

The approach described in this study improves significantly both accuracy as well as scope of peptide docking, at least as suggested by its performance on the widely accepted PeptiDB peptide docking benchmark \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref012], [@pcbi.1005905.ref013], [@pcbi.1005905.ref015], [@pcbi.1005905.ref016]\]. At the same time, it also highlights the bottlenecks to be overcome for its broader generalization: (1) ***Accurate modeling of peptide conformational ensemble*:** Even though the fragments generated using the Rosetta fragment picker protocol sample in general the bound peptide conformation well, challenges remain in the modeling of longer peptides, as well of as peptides with unusual conformations ([Fig 2A](#pcbi.1005905.g002){ref-type="fig"}). This is attributed to the lack of a large pool of longer representative fragments with similar sequences in solved structures. The rigid body PIPER docking step does not include any flexibility, and therefore accurate fragments are very important for efficient further refinement by FlexPepDock to near-native model quality. This challenge could be overcome by incorporating a peptide-folding algorithm as first step for fragment generation, assuming that bound-like conformations would indeed be sampled. (2) ***Modeling significant receptor backbone flexibility*:** While for many peptide-protein interactions the receptor is already pre-organized and the binding of the peptide does not induce considerable movement \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref050]\], binding may involve significant structural rearrangement of the receptor (e.g., in the binding of Slam tail peptide to the SH2 domain of the XLP protein SAP, PDB id 1D4T\[[@pcbi.1005905.ref051]\]). To model such challenging cases, improved modeling of receptor flexibility is mandatory (using e.g. backrub moves \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref052]\] and other advanced comparative modeling approaches \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref053]\]). (3) ***Improved ranking of alternative models*:** Inspection of failures highlights that despite low quality, many of the failed simulations model the peptide into the correct binding pocket, and identify the binding hotspot regions, similar to our observation in CAPRI community-wide performance \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref054]\]. However, the details are not correct, often pointing the wrong peptide residue side chain into a given binding pocket. Such ranking problems might be removed with the advance towards better scoring functions. (4) ***Extension to flexible interactions***: Last but not least, this approach might be restricted to peptide-mediated interactions in which the bound peptide adopts one, defined conformation, since it has been calibrated on well-resolved crystal structures of peptide-protein complexes. Many biologically relevant interactions remain more flexible, and are therefore studied using e.g. NMR experiments. The next challenge will be to extend this approach to the study of such interactions.

To summarize, the novel global peptide-docking pipeline presented here allows modeling of peptide-protein interactions with much improved accuracy and scope. With further improvements for modeling of increased receptor flexibility and peptide conformational ensemble generation as described above, we should be able to accurately model any interaction that adapts a stable conformation that can be crystallized, as well as explore common features of interactions beyond.

Materials and methods {#sec020}
=====================

Data set ([Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S1 Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) {#sec021}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Docking performance and analysis was calibrated and assessed on a benchmark of peptide-protein complexes derived from the PeptiDB database \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref050]\], filtered according to the following criteria:

1.  *Availability of both the complex and the free receptor structure*, solved by X-ray crystallography (resolution of the complex ≤2.0Å).

2.  *Absence of crystal contacts that could influence the peptide conformation*. In certain cases this further interaction is of biological relevance, leading to receptor multimerization and clustering (e.g. PeptiDB entries involving some of the SH3 domain-peptide interactions, 2AK5 \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref055]\], and 2J6F \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref056]\]). Since for these cases, obtaining high-resolution models might be challenging without including the symmetry mate, such examples were removed from the dataset.

3.  *Absence of large receptor rearrangement upon peptide binding*. Even though the present implementation of PIPER-FlexPepDock does allow for local conformational changes in the receptor (backbone as well as side chains), accurate modeling of more significant movement of the receptor upon peptide binding (e.g. significant loop movement at the binding interface in PeptiDB entry 1D4T \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref051]\]) require the development of algorithms for efficient modeling of more significant receptor flexibility, which is beyond the scope of the present study.

4.  *Non-redundant dataset*. The criteria above result in a dataset of 42 complexes ([S1C Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) that is very similar to the one used in previous studies by different groups \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref012], [@pcbi.1005905.ref013], [@pcbi.1005905.ref015], [@pcbi.1005905.ref016]\]. To ensure that no bias towards a certain peptide-receptor would be introduced, we extracted a domain non-redundant set (defined by CATH classification \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref036]\]), resulting in the 27 complexes described in this study in detail ([Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S1B Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The dataset was further divided into two subsets, based on available information about a peptide binding motif (defined in this study based on ELM \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref029]\], <http://elm.eu.org>): For the motif set (12 complexes) we modeled only the motif part, since it contributes most to binding, and shorter peptides are easier to model. To enable comparison to performance of other protocols, we subsequently also docked the full peptide. For the non-motif set (15 complexes), the full peptide was docked.

Initial calibration set: For initial calibration, we selected a smaller subset of 9 complexes ([S1A Table](#pcbi.1005905.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The established protocol was then validated on the remaining complexes, to ensure similar performance and thereby prevent overfitting of the modeling protocol.

The steps of the PIPER-FlexPepDock protocol {#sec022}
-------------------------------------------

In the following we provide specific details of the different steps of the PIPER-FlexPepDock protocol. For runline commands, see the Supplementary [S1 Text](#pcbi.1005905.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### (1) Generation of peptide conformations using Rosetta fragment picker and Rosetta fixbb design {#sec023}

The Rosetta fragment picker \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref022]\] uses a scoring measure composed of a weighted combination of secondary structure propensity, sequence profile similarity and residue propensities for local regions in the Ramachandran plot \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref057]\] to map fragments to *vall*, a database of solved high-resolution monomer protein structures (e.g., *vall*.*jul19*.*2011*, available as part of the Rosetta release). Consequently, the mapped fragments are consistent with the peptide sequence (as defined by a sequence similarity profile generated with PSI-BLAST \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref058]\] and secondary structure as predicted using PSIPRED \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref059]\]; even though PSIPRED was shown to perform quite well for shorter sequences \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref011]\], we use the full protein sequence from which the peptide was derived for PSIPRED and PSIBLAST runs, where available). If the preferred secondary structure is already known (e.g. the alpha helical nuclear receptor box motif) it can be provided instead of PSIPRED predictions. Secondary structural information can also be obtained from experimental techniques such as Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, or approximated by residue Ramachandran local region propensities (derived from statistical analysis of high-resolution protein structure \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref060]\]). The coordinates of the top fifty assigned fragments are extracted from the PDB, and side chains of residues not identical to those of the query peptide are modeled using the Rosetta fixbb design algorithm \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref061]\]. The whole process results in an ensemble of 50 fragments for the query peptide sequence.

### (2) Rigid body docking using PIPER {#sec024}

Each of the fifty fragments is globally docked onto the receptor using the PIPER Fast Fourier transform (FFT) docking algorithm, as detailed before \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\], decomposing the free receptor into independent binding units (either a single domain or repeated, non-decomposable domains; as in Lavi *et al*. \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref009]\]). The calculations are performed for each of 70,000 rotations, and one lowest-energy translation for each rotation is retained. For each fragment docking run the top ranked 250 solutions (total 50x250 = 12500 models) are collected for refinement in the next step (see [S3 Fig](#pcbi.1005905.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a comparison of performance using different numbers of top-ranked solutions).

Selection of final model from a PIPER simulation: In order to compare performance of a protocol involving only the first PIPER rigid body docking step (in [Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"}), we selected the final models as reported previously (similar to the PeptiDock implementation \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\], but without minimization). In short, the models collected are clustered (with radius of 3.5Å C~α~ RMSD), and cluster density is used for ranking and selection of representatives.

### (3) The Rosetta FlexPepDock refinement algorithm {#sec025}

The FlexPepDock Refinement protocol refines all of the peptide's degrees of freedom (*i*.*e*. its rigid body orientation as well as backbone dihedral angles), as well as the receptor side chain conformations. Rosetta FlexPepDock refinement was performed as described previously \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref010]\], with slight changes: (1) *Sampling*: In our present implementation, we also allowed the receptor backbone to move during minimization steps, to allow for slight readjustment upon binding (compare e.g. [Fig 3B and 3C](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"}). (2) *Scoring*: Rosetta energy function Talaris2014 \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref044]\] was used. Clustering of models was performed as previously described, using a threshold of 2.0Å \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref032]\]. The top-scoring member of each cluster (according to reweighted score) was selected as the representative member, and clusters were ranked based on the reweighted score of the representative members (as in Raveh *et al*. \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref011]\]).

Model evaluation criteria {#sec026}
-------------------------

For each global docking run the 10 top ranking clusters were selected as prediction and evaluated for quality based on ligand RMSD (L-RMSD), calculated between the native and model peptide backbone atoms after optimal superimposition of the receptor, as done in the CAPRI assessment \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref034], [@pcbi.1005905.ref035]\]. L-RMSD and other measures, such as Fnat and I-RMSD, were calculated using DockQ \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref062]\].

Rosetta release version {#sec027}
-----------------------

The protocol and tests described in this manuscript follow the FlexPepDock protocol, as implemented within the Rosetta weekly release version 2016.20.58704.

Simulation running time {#sec028}
-----------------------

The processing time for the different stages of the protocol depends on both the length of receptor and the peptide sequence. For example the global docking the carboxy-terminal tail of the ErbB2 Receptor GLDVPV onto the free ERBIN PDZ domain (103 residues) the generation of 50 fragments takes \~8 CPU minutes over an AMD Sun cluster with 300 cores. For the same complex a single PIPER fragment docking simulation takes \~2 minutes and a single refinement run of the PIPER docked model takes \~1 minutes on the same system architecture (\~ 1.5 hours to refine all models).

Protocol availability {#sec029}
---------------------

The runline commands are provided in the Supplementary [S1 Text](#pcbi.1005905.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The Rosetta software is available for free to the academic community. The details regarding downloading and installation is available at <https://www.rosettacommons.org>. PIPER FFT rigid body docking is available as part of the protein-protein docking server ClusPro (PeptiDock at <https://peptidock.cluspro.org>).

Supporting information {#sec030}
======================

###### Global peptide docking energy landscapes for the full dataset (accompanies [Fig 3](#pcbi.1005905.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

Top line: PIPER rigid body docking of peptide fragments onto the unbound receptor structure; Middle lines: FlexPepDock refinement of the PIPER docked fragments on the unbound rigid (second line) and flexible (third line) receptor structure; Bottom line: PIPER-FlexPepDock results starting from a bound receptor structure.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Fragment quality is significantly better for shorter, motif-defined peptide segments (accompanies [Fig 2A](#pcbi.1005905.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

Distributions of fragments backbone RMSD values relative to the bound peptide conformations for the motif segments and corresponding full length peptides. The motif set complexes 1JWG and 1TP5 are not added as in these cases the motif covers the whole peptide.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Performance of PIPER-FPD with different number of top PIPER models selected for the refinement stage.

Distributions of L-RMSDs of the best models among top 10 ranking clusters for runs using the bound receptor structure (BOUND) and the free receptor structure (UNBOUND & UNBOUND-MIN), the latter including also receptor flexibility in the final refinement step (only the motif region was modeled for the 12 complexes with known motif). The number of PIPER models taken for the FlexPepDock refinement step is shown below each boxplot. Based on these results, we determined a cutoff of 250 models for optimal tradeoff between performance and running time.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Details of the datasets of peptide-protein complexes, including modeling results for PIPER-FlexPepDock and other peptide docking protocols (accompanies [Table 1](#pcbi.1005905.t001){ref-type="table"}).

\(A\) Calibration set (n = 9 complexes); (B) Non-redundant set (n = 27 complexes); (C) Redundant set (n = 42 complexes).

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Median fragment-native Backbone-RMSD values for the PeptiDock set complexes obtained using Rosetta fragment picker and the motif-based fragment generation approach used in PeptiDock \[[@pcbi.1005905.ref024]\].

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Runline commands used in this study.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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